Figure 3.5 Determining $t$-bounds and $s$-bounds of two cylinders
Figure 3.6 Cylindrical bounding shell clipping and range search
Figure 3.8 A pair of Valid Intersection Intervals (VI)

Figure 3.9 Intersection intervals of two CBS
Figure 2.11: RSJC of two near-parallel dumbbells
Figure 3.12 Ray casting a single bubble.
Figure 3.13 Ray tracing a single bottle
Figure 3.19 intersection curves of a plane and a chalice
Figure 3.29: The RSIC of two dumbbells with minute perturbation by a single branch.
Figure 3.21: The fESC of two dumbbells of vertical configuration with one loop
Figure 3.22 The RSIC of two bowls with three branches
Figure 3.23 The R3C of two entities
Figure 4.1 A singular canal surface with different perspective
Figure 4.2 The characteristic circle of canal surfaces
Figure 4.6 Four singular points on the profile curves at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$: (1) two singularity functions of two profile curves, (2) positive view of the canal surface, (3) the magnified image of the first singular point, (4) the second and third singular points, (5) the fourth singular point.
Figure 4.7 Three singular points on the profile curves at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$: (1) two singularity points of two profile curves, (2) positive view of the cone surface, (3) the magnified image of the first and second singular points, (4) the third singular point.
Figure 4:6 Two singular points on the profile curves at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$. (1) two singular points of two profile curves, (2) perspective view of the canal surface, (3) another view of the canal surface: two singular points.
Figure 4.3: One singular point on the profile curves at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$. (1) two singular points of two profile curves, (2) a positive view of the cross section, (3) another view of the cross section with only a single point.
Figure 4.10 A rogue canal surface: (1) two irregularly functions of two profile curves at $t = 0$ and $t = n$, (2) a normal canal surface.
Figure 4.11 Close-sphere and RO-sphere fitting a simple canal surface
Figure 4.12: Cone-sphere and RQ-sphere fitting a helix canal surface.
Figure 4.13 Cone-sphere and EQ-sphere fitting a tree by composing 13 canal surfaces
Figure 4.14 Reconstruction by using RQsphere fitting
Figure 5.1 Hierarchical construction of bounding cylinders of two \( RQ \) surfaces.

Figure 5.2 A binary tree BCT for a canal surface.
Figure 5.3 The valid intersection intervals (VII) for plane/canal and canal/canal surfaces
Figure 5.4: Bounding cylinder clipping by plane G consecutive round of B.C. clipping.
Figure 5.5 Two consecutive BC clipping of two causal surfaces for estimating VII
Figure 5.8 The intersection curves of two same canal surfaces in different viewpoints
Figure 5.9 Intersection curves of two canal surfaces with near-parallel orientation
Figure 5.10 Complex intersection curves of two different canal surfaces
Figure 5.11 Global self-intersection of a loop manifold.